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WITTENOOM - WITHDRAWAL OF POWER SUPPLIES 

481. Hon NORMAN MOORE to the Minister for the Kimberley, Pilbara and Gascoyne: 
(1) In view of the government’s decision to withdraw power supplies to the residents of Wittenoom, will 

the government provide compensation to power consumers who will be clearly disadvantaged by the 
government’s decision? 

(2) If not, why not? 
Hon JON FORD replied: 
I thank the Leader of the Opposition for the question. 
(1) No. 
(2) Although I was not privy to the decision to remove the power supply, it was considered in its full 

context as part of the committee work and steering group I was involved with.  There has never been 
any talk about compensation, other than the buying out of homes and properties and relocation. 

Hon Norman Moore interjected. 

Hon JON FORD:  This has been government policy for a very long time.  I remember that this debate began 
when I first moved to the Pilbara.  Public debates within the community continued until, I believe, 1989.  It has 
been a process of implementation; that has been no secret.  I remember turning up and seeing the town 
bulldozed. 

Hon Norman Moore:  The minister should ask some of his colleagues about their attitude towards this issue 
when they were in opposition, which was quite different from what it seems to be now. 

Hon JON FORD:  I have debated this with my colleagues and with the residents.  Frank Soter was a great friend 
of mine, and we had long arguments about this.  Frank passed away from an asbestos-related disease, and I am 
very sorry about that and sorry for his family.  I understand that Wittenoom is a place of great beauty and that 
people want to live there, but the fact is that it is a very contaminated site.  We are encouraging people to move 
out with fair compensation.  We are trying to work with people to move them out.  I believe another two 
residents have now accepted the package, which brings the number of residents remaining to six.  Another 
couple of residents have started negotiating to move out.  It is a very sad thing. 
 


